
to figure out what to do with the
grounded ship during a lull between
storms. A Coast Guard helicopter low-
ered three men onto the stern of the
wave-washed ship to assess the dam-
age and gauge the ship’s stability. 

When the 738-foot Selendang Ayu
ran aground in Alaska’s Aleutian Is-
lands Wednesday, people worried it

BY WARREN CORNWALL 
Seattle Times staff reporter

An oil spill in the heart of an Alaska
wildlife refuge may not be as big as
initially feared, but the harsh weather
that first cracked a freighter in half
still threatens to unleash thousands
more gallons of viscous oil.

Salvage crews yesterday scrambled

could immediately unleash up to
480,000 gallons of thick bunker oil
contained in tanks aboard the ship.
Heavy seas cleaved the ship in half,
and both portions of the ship are
aground near the entrance to Skan
Bay. 

Early estimates put the initial re-
lease at around 140,000 gallons, with
warnings that further oil could spill if
more fuel tanks ruptured. But the
Coast Guard now says a 40,000-gallon
tank ruptured and its contents were
emptied. Another tank that holds up

to 104,000 gallons is leaking.
A tank with a 176,000-gallon capac-

ity is in the bow portion of the ship,
which was not inspected yesterday. 

The Coast Guard has lowered its to-
tal estimate of bunker oil on board to
424,000 gallons.

The estimates and the successful
tour of the stern portion of the ship of-
fered the first glimmer of good news

Salvage team reaches
Alaska freighter wreck

U . S .  C O A S T  G U A R D  /  T H E  A S S O C I A T E D  P R E S S

Improving weather yesterday in Alaska’s Aleutian Islands chain allowed the Coast Guard to lower a three-man salvage team to the freighter that broke in two last
week, spilling oil off Unalaska Island. This photo taken Saturday shows the damaged ship rocked by high seas and gale-force winds.

INITIAL OIL SPILL MAY BE LESS THAN FEARED

Ship’s instability still poses big danger 

Previous spills helped
Alaska prepare for more > A13

Please see > SPILL, A13

A TIMES SPECIAL REPORT |

After economic breakdown in the
1970s, the U.S. set about overhauling
its engine, shifting economic control
to the private sector and cutting trade
barriers. But the roaring 1990s
economy also brought the roar of
foreign competition — and a
fundamental shift in the way we do
business. A local inventor’s history
mirrors that change. 

BY ALWYN SCOTT
Seattle Times business reporter

PACIFIC – By the mid-1970s, Harry Ras-
mussen was riding about as high as any
small-business owner could.

He was worth millions, had a red Maserati
sports car in the driveway
of his comfortable Fife
home and owned several
private airplanes to indulge
his daredevil hobby: aero-
batic flying.

Despite a national bias
toward big businesses, he
had turned a small startup
that made better wall sock-
ets for phones into a profit-
able factory churning out
phone-related switches and
gizmos.

After 22 years at Pacific
Northwest Bell, he had broken free of the
AT&T bureaucracy that had stifled his entre-
preneurial drive. The fact that his own small
company, Crest Industries, prospered along-

Shifting Fortunes |
Pain and gain in the global economy

Economic
revolution
throttles
inventor

Harry Ras-
mussen’s new
forte is en-
cryption. 

Yesterday: Harry Rasmussen
builds a fortune out of innovation.
> Sunday in the Times

Please see > ECONOMY, A14

Newsline
A quick look

at today’s news

Ohio: Dissidents
protested today’s
Electoral College
vote in the key
swing state. > A4

Iraq: Eight Marines
were killed while
conducting security
operations in Anbar
province. > A7

Terrorism: Germany
prepared to expel
accused 9/11
conspirators to
countries more
likely to convict
them. > A8

Monorail: Contract
talks appeared to be
holding up ground-
breaking on the
Seattle Monorail
Project. > Local B1

Hanford: A shift in
the U.S. Senate
could halt plans to
move nuclear waste
from Hanford to
Nevada. > Local B1

Cellphones: Mobile-
entertainment
company Mforma
and Marvel Comics
became partners. 
> Business C1

> News updates
seattletimes.com
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UW’S NEW COACH 
IS NO-NONSENSE > D1

Seahawks outlast Vikings, take the lead in NFC West

NW Life
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FINALISTS
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Before the hand recount, Republican Dino
Rossi was leading Democrat Christine Gre-
goire by 42 votes. Here’s how many new
votes each has gathered in the recount so far:

Governor recount

Gregoire +108 Rossi +136

County recount totals > B1

copters fired at least five mis-
siles at targets in Gaza City
today, witnesses said. There
were no reports of casualties.
One missile started a fire at
an abandoned metal work-
shop, while the other target
was an empty house near the
Islamic University, they said.

Also yesterday, imprisoned
Palestinian uprising leader
Marwan Barghouti declared
in a letter that he would
throw his support to main-
stream candidate Mahmoud
Abbas in a Jan. 9 election to
replace Arafat, dropping out
of the race. The move rids Ab-
bas of his strongest rival and
wards off what could have
been a split in the leading Fa-
tah faction of the PLO.

The Associated Press
and Chicago Tribune

GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip –
Palestinian militants blew up
an Israeli army base at the
Gaza-Egypt crossing yester-
day by sneaking more than a
ton of explosives through a
tunnel, killing at least five Is-
raeli soldiers and wounding
at least five in the largest Pal-
estinian attack in the month
since Yasser Arafat’s death.

Hitting back, Israeli heli-

Palestinians dig 
to Israeli base,
kill 5 with blast

JAILED RIVAL 
BACKS ABBAS

Attack biggest 
since Arafat died

Please see > MIDEAST, A13

Israeli checkpoint  
target of fatal blast

A tunnel filled with explosives 
detonated under the Israeli checkpoint 
on the Gaza-Egypt border near Rafah 
yesterday, killing at least five Israeli 
soliders and wounding at least five. 
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BY RICHARD B. SCHMITT
Los Angeles Times

WASHINGTON – The rapid
turnover of top-level man-
agers and highly trained spe-
cialists since Sept. 11, 2001, is
causing disorder within the
FBI and undercutting its ef-
forts to meet the mandate of
Congress to expand its intelli-
gence and counterterrorism
capabilities. 

Its new intelligence arm,
which is to form the core of a
transformed FBI, is losing
dozens of analysts who are
supposed to connect the dots
to protect the country from
another terrorist attack.

All four members of the top
management team an-
nounced by director Robert
Mueller shortly after the Sept.
11 attacks have left their jobs
— as have their successors.
Some other officials have had

three or even four jobs since
the attacks.

Since Sept. 11, five people
have held the bureau’s top
counterterrorism job. Five
others filled the top computer
job within a 24-month period.
And more than 1,000 other
senior FBI agents and officials
are now eligible for retire-
ment, boding a further exo-
dus of employees who form
the agency’s backbone. In fig-
ures provided recently to
Congress, the FBI estimated
that the number of top man-
agers below the senior-execu-
tive rank will decline by 16
percent — about 70 people —
in the next year alone.

The rush to the exits partly
stems from burnout caused
by the intense pace and scru-
tiny that followed Sept. 11, of-
ficials say. It also reflects the

FBI faces exodus
of expertise as it
tries to fight terror

Please see > FBI, A15
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Shifting Fortunes Pain and gain in the global economy

side a giant monopoly only add-
ed to his glee.

But like so many mavericks,
Rasmussen, who was in his 40s,
couldn’t rest easy. 

So he began work on his gran-
dest product yet, a two-line
phone that would revolutionize
the industry — and run smack
into a global economy gather-
ing strength all around him. 

A new kind of phone
Rasmussen spots a
golden opportunity as
the government moves
to break up AT&T.

Rasmussen had already in-
vented a simple retrofit kit that
enabled a standard Bell phone
to handle two lines, dispensing
with the bulky, expensive
equipment AT&T used to do the
same job. 

But he wanted more. And he
saw his chance in the govern-
ment’s antitrust case against
AT&T. Breaking the monopoly
on renting phones would allow
third-party phones into the
market. And his would be the
best because of his unique —
and patented — two-line fea-
ture.

Feverishly, Rasmussen and
his team designed a box-shaped
desk model — the now-familiar
rectangular shape with the re-
ceiver on the left and buttons on
the right. He named it the Trac-
er and tooled up his factory in
the late 1970s to make it. The
new phone carried six of the 18
patents he has received.

What Rasmussen and others
didn’t know was that the U.S.
economy was on the verge of a
sweeping liberalization that
would nearly destroy his busi-
ness and render his patents vir-
tually worthless. As free mar-
kets spread around the world,
other countries would compete
to make products ever more
cheaply. The resulting competi-
tion would spur enormous eco-
nomic growth but also hasten
the decline of manufacturing in
the U.S. and speed the out-
sourcing of a wide range of jobs
to workers overseas. 

Shifting the economy
An economic revolution
glorifies deregulation at
home and free trade
throughout the world.

After decades of control by
big government and stodgy
boardrooms, the U.S. economy
was ripe for an overhaul. By the
mid-1970s, unemployment hov-
ered above 8 percent. The oil
shock helped tip the U.S. into
“stagflation” — stagnant growth
with prices rising 13 percent a
year. President Carter spoke of
“malaise,” and once-stalwart
Chrysler needed a bailout.

In this climate, a group of lib-
ertarian and neoconservative
thinkers saw a chance to alter
the nation’s economic course.
They sought to shrink govern-
ment, promote markets and
blast away regulations that con-
strained business. Doing so,
they said, would unleash eco-
nomic vitality by forcing com-
panies, workers and products to
respond to market forces and
competition.

Carter started by deregulat-
ing airlines in 1978. President
Reagan cut taxes in the ’80s,
saying wealth would “trickle
down” to workers in what be-
came known as supply-side eco-
nomics.

This return to the notion of
laissez-faire capitalism, which
existed before the New Deal,
encouraged entrepreneurs and
industrial giants alike, fertiliz-
ing the soil of the future tech
boom and helping reverse a de-
cline in small-business employ-
ment that had persisted since
the 1950s. 

After years of dismissal, small
businesses were once again
seen as a “spark plug” of the
economy, generating innova-
tions “that big firms turned into
global products,” said Joe Sobo-
ta, assistant advocate at the
Small Business Administration
in Washington, D.C.

At the same time, trade talks
gathered steam, cutting tariffs
that had slowed global com-
merce since the 1930s. In 1995,
the talks created a permanent
trade forum based in Geneva,
Switzerland, called the World
Trade Organization.

Unions’ power waned. Early
in his term, Reagan fired thou-
sands of federal air traffic con-
trollers who had staged an ille-
gal strike demanding higher

pay and a shorter workweek.
“That sent a new message to

American business that you
really ought to get a spine,” said
Lawrence Reed, an economist
and president of the free-mar-
ket Mackinac Center for Public
Policy in Michigan. “What it
said to the unions was, ‘Don’t
expect to make almost any de-
mand and get it. We can’t do
that or we’re going to go broke
as a nation.’ ”

The changes helped put con-
trol of the economy back into
the “invisible hands” of the mar-
ket, said Daniel Yergin, co-au-
thor of “The Commanding
Heights,” an economic history.
Survival of the fittest became
the new economic law. Busi-
nesses that innovated and cut
costs reaped huge profits. Fail-
ures landed on the scrap heap.

Opportunity and
chaos

Foreign knockoffs of
Rasmussen’s new phone
hit U.S. shelves.

There was perhaps no greater
symbol of this new economic or-
der than the 1984 breakup of
AT&T, with a million employees
the world’s largest company.

At first, slicing Ma Bell into
seven regional “Baby Bells”
looked perfect for Rasmussen’s
ambitions. It freed the Bells to
sell the two-line phones that his
company, Crest Industries, was
starting to manufacture. Sears
and Radio Shack sold them, too,
as customers overcame the fear
that installing their own phones
was like pirating cable. 

By 1983, Rasmussen’s factory

in Edgewood, Pierce County,
was running two shifts, turning
out 200 phones a week, recalls
Paul Bartlett, Crest’s purchasing
manager. Morale was high. Bell
South, GTE and others ap-
peared ready to sign big Crest
orders. 

Then, some of Rasmussen’s
customers sent his phones to
Asia to be copied. Knockoffs of
Crest’s $250 phone soon turned
up in stores for $59. 

Global outsourcing had come
calling. 

Orders slowed. Before long,
more than a dozen companies
were copying Rasmussen’s de-
sign. The work of the factory
had essentially moved overseas,
where labor was cheaper. Ras-
mussen realized his reputation
for top-quality products was of
little use in a world that now

chased the cheapest supplier.
Rasmussen and his em-

ployees found the change hard
to fathom. “We were in denial,”
says John Hoskinson, who
worked on the circuit boards for
the phones. “We thought, ‘Naw,
this can’t be happening.’ ”

Bartlett kept buying supplies,
and the factory filled its shelves
with phones. “We still had turn-
around optimism,” he says. “We
were going to make this a suc-
cess. Everybody believed.”

For a while, the Bell compa-
nies ran ads showing imported
telephones breaking down.
“Then they gave up and just
started buying them,” Bartlett
said. Bell South and GTE
backed away from their big
Crest purchases. “All of a sud-
den, orders just stopped.”

Crest’s sales, which had
topped $8 million in 1983, fell
to $4 million by 1987. The com-
pany that gave free gasoline
and $1 lunches to its employees
suddenly had trouble paying its
bills. 

“It was touch and go every
day,” recalls Millie Shultz,
Crest’s former office manager.
“Harry was pretty upset. His
idea he’d been working on all
those years was gone. They
stole it.”

Why buy American?
Rasmussen gives up an
expensive, and perhaps
futile, patent fight.

This was the side effect of the
nation’s economic liberaliza-
tion. Instead of competing in a
regulated monopoly, or even in
a more laissez-faire U.S. mar-
ket, companies were competing
around the globe, in Asia, Latin
America and later Eastern Eu-
rope, where wages were lower
and laws more lax. Foreign
copying wasn’t new, of course.
But it increased as economic
growth and trade blossomed in
the 1980s and ’90s.

On July 9, 1987, the soft-spo-
ken Rasmussen vented his out-
rage at a congressional-sub-
committee hearing on a bill to
help small companies fight for-
eign copies. After spending
years and millions of dollars de-
veloping and patenting his
switches, phones and other
products, Rasmussen fumed, a
U.S. company had ordered
copies from Taiwan “and actu-
ally submitted letters to our dis-
tributors — six of them — say-
ing, ‘Why are you buying Crest
when you can buy a copy for
much less?’ ”

Like the owners of many com-
panies, Rasmussen had filed a
case with the International
Trade Commission to stop the
copies. But even though his pat-
ent had taken several years to
obtain, it was poorly written
and offered little protection.

“Our first [legal] bill was
$50,000,” he told the commit-
tee. “They said that this wasn’t
even starting. $250,000-

By 1983, Rasmussen’s factory was turning out 200 phones a week. Bell South, GTE and others appeared
ready to sign big orders. Then, some of Rasmussen’s customers sent his $250 phones to Asia to be copied.
Knockoffs soon turned up in stores for $59. The work of the factory had essentially moved overseas.
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CHANGES DEAL
BLOW TO INVENTOR

Foreign knockoffs
quickly tarnish

an opportunity that
had seemed golden
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Harry Rasmussen and the robotic machines he designed to make telephone jacks. His factory
sold millions of the jacks — and other equipment he invented — to the Bell System until he
was undercut by foreign competition.
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A changing world economy ...

A local inventor's story ...

1980
President Reagan is elected, immediately 
begins work on tax cuts and further 
deregulation.

Apple Computer goes public at $22 a  
share, creating a raft of new millionaires.

1981 
Federal air traffic controllers strike to 
demand pay increase and shorter work- 
week. Reagan fires more than 11,000. 

Microsoft’s MS-DOS operating system is 
made available on IBM personal computers.

1982
TCP/IP set as standard for early  
Internet known as ARPANET.  

1983
Margaret Thatcher easily wins   
second term as Britain’s prime  
minister, promoting policies  
similar to Reagan's.

1984
World’s largest company, AT&T,  is broken up 
into seven regional “Baby Bells” in landmark 
antitrust case, largely ending Bell System’s 
regulated monopoly. 

Apple launches the Macintosh. Superbowl TV 
ad uses Orwellian “1984” theme to suggest 
Apple will smash Big Brother --  a dig at IBM.

1995
World Trade Organization established  
as a formal institution.

1997
A currency-investment scare in Thailand 
snowballs into an Asian financial crisis,  
showing how connected and vulnerable  
the global economy has become.

1999
European Union launches the euro, a common 
currency for 11 nations.

Judge Thomas Penfield Jackson rules Microsoft 
abused its monopoly power.

Protesters mar the WTO ministerial meeting in 
Seattle, raising awareness about the effects of 
global trade.

2000
Dot-com bubble 
begins to burst 
after Nasdaq 
stock index  
peaks. 

2001
U.S. recession     
begins.

Sources: Encyclopedias, Seattle Times photo library and research

1985
Microsoft launches its first Windows software 
with a graphical user interface.

1986
Microsoft goes public at $21 a share.

1989
Berlin Wall falls Nov. 9; Communist 
governments quickly fall in Poland, 
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Romania and Bulgaria.

1990
Monetary union between  
East and West Germany.

1991
Tim Berners-Lee develops  
World Wide Web.

1992
Bill Clinton elected nation’s  
42nd president, after running 
as a “New Democrat.” 

1994
North American Free Trade 
Area takes effect, liberalizing 
the flow of goods, services 
and investment among the 
U.S., Canada and Mexico.

2003 
Rasmussen completes an encryption system for 

Microsoft Internet Messenger. Plans to sell 
subscriptions on the Web for $24.99 a year.

In the late 1970s, as the 

U.S. economy stagnated 

and inflation soared, 

libertarians and 

neoconservatives saw an 

opportunity to transform 

economic policy. Largely 

under President Reagan,  

Congress cut taxes and 

regulations that had 

hampered growth. That 

spurred competition, 

corporate takeovers, tech 

startups and globalization 

as other nations followed 

and production fanned out 

around the world. Crest 

Industries owner  

Harry Rasmussen, a local 

inventor of telephone 

devices, would make  

his biggest gamble:  

a new telephone. Amid 

these changing times,  

Crest would discover  

how powerful global 

competition could be.  

Now, as computers  

and the Internet fuel 

globalization, they  

offer Rasmussen  

one more shot at success.

Tim Berners-Lee

Euro launches

Thomas Penfield  
Jackson

Bill Clinton

Margaret Thatcher

Apple 
Computer's 

manufacturing 
plant in 

Milpitas, Calif., 
producing 
Macintosh 

computers, 
1984 .

Harry
 Rasmussen

 in 1989.

A Thai protester calls for the ouster of 
Prime Minister Chavalit Yongchaiyudh  
in October 1997.

After layoffs, Crest moves 
to smaller factory space in 
Pacific, Wash.

1982  
Crest patents a new 
style of two-line  
telephone,  
anticipating  
the AT&T  
breakup. 

1983   
Crest's annual sales 
peak at more than $8 
million, driven largely  
by phone sales.

1986
Crest phone sales fall sharply as foreign  
copies decimate the business. Owner Harry 
Rasmussen lays off employees for the first  
time and moves to a smaller factory. 

1987 
Rasmussen tells a congressional 
committee that foreign 
companies keep copying 
products he spent millions 
developing: "I can't keep doing 
that over and over and over."

1990 
Looking for a new product, Rasmussen 
tinkers with encryption, which he thinks will 
be needed to secure fax and computer data.

1992 
Rasmussen develops a virtual "one-time 
pad." His system creates encryption keys  
from among an astronomical number of 
possibilities and changes keys with every 
character in a transmission.

1993-96 
Rasmussen sells fax and PC encryption 
devices, allowing highly secure transmission. 
His invention is denied an export license, 
sharply limiting its sales.

2004
Rasmussen 
closes down 
his phone-
jack produc-
tion lines, 
tears apart 
his old 
factory 
machines  
for scrap.

The return of the entrepreneurs
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* Average of first nine months  
Sources: Congressional Budget Office,  
Bureau of Labor Statistics  

Farewell to factories   
The number of U.S. factory jobs has 
fallen sharply since its peak in 1979 
and as a percentage of total 
employment. Services jobs have 
grown to supplant many lost factory 
jobs.  

U.S. factory jobs
Seasonally adjusted yearly figures in millions 
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$300,000 was the next thing we
heard. ... We dropped the case.”

He predicted a dim future for
innovative factories such as his
unless the laws changed. “The
American manufacturer cannot
afford to spend that kind of
money to develop a product and
to make the marketplace, and
then have somebody walk in to
our distributors and just take the
product,” Rasmussen told the
committee. “Their investment is
nothing. I can’t keep doing that
over and over and over again.”

Today, after much reflection,
Rasmussen regrets dropping the
suit.

But he had little choice. His
company was too small to fight,
and a stronger patent “wouldn’t
have made much difference,” he
says. “You can have the best pat-
ent in the world, but if you’re a
small business you don’t have
the money to protect it.”

By choosing not to fight, how-
ever, he “was in essence giving
away his intellectual property,”
said John Preston, professor at
MIT’s Sloan School of Manage-
ment. “He was making his patent
worthless.”

The bill Rasmussen testified
about died. And so did Rasmus-
sen’s phone business. He laid off
60 workers, half his factory. He
realized he would never recoup
what he had invested in the
phones. And gradually he let the
rest of his employees go as
knockoffs whittled away sales of
all his products over the next few
years.

Today, manufacturers in Chi-
na, Japan and Taiwan still make
copies of his products. Phones
based on Rasmussen’s design sit
on display shelves at Office De-
pot. 

“I don’t walk through there
anymore,” Rasmussen says. He
sweeps his arm across an imagi-
nary shelf. “I’m liable to —
arrgh!”

The next new thing
Beaten but not bowed,
Rasmussen turns his
inventive nature to the
field of encryption.

Rasmussen was soundly beat-
en. He lacked the temperament
to fight a legal battle, preferring
to innovate.

The irrepressible inventor al-
ready had a new idea, one that
would leapfrog him once again
to the forefront of a shifting
economy.

In 1990, Rasmussen, now in
his 60s, was tinkering with com-
puters and grew intrigued by en-
cryption.

He quickly saw that the chief
element wasn’t the method of
scrambling the data but the key
used to unlock it. Most systems
used one key for an entire ses-
sion. But the longer a key is used,
the easier it is to intercept and
break.

Rasmussen found an innova-
tive way to manage keys. He
used a virtual “one-time pad”
that generated random keys
from an astronomical number of
possibilities — billions more
than could be stored in computer
memory — and discarded each
key after only one use. 

His random generator also
threw random text into a mes-
sage, scrambling each character
in a transmission and making it
impossible for code crackers to
find patterns. 

This time, the economy ap-
peared to be on his side again.
The tech boom created demand
for secure chatter across the In-
ternet, as well as stronger pro-
tections for patents and intellec-
tual property. 

Even so, Rasmussen was ob-
sessed with protecting his new
invention. He put the encryption
software on a computer chip and
molded the chip in an indestruc-
tible plastic block. Anyone who
melted or cut the block to extract
his software code would destroy
the chip trying. He geared up to
make the device, but govern-
ment restrictions on exporting
such a strong encryption system
forced him to weaken it, and
sales suffered. 

Taking aim at the growing In-
ternet market, Rasmussen then

designed his encryption to work
with Microsoft Internet Messen-
ger, one of the leading programs
that allow users to send mes-
sages in real time around the
globe.

For Rasmussen, this new soft-
ware product contained a crucial
difference: He didn’t need a fac-
tory. He simply hired a few pro-
grammers to write code. He even
did a little outsourcing of his
own, hiring Validio Software, a
Bellevue company, to help write
portions of his interface with In-
ternet Messenger. Founded by a
Russian immigrant in 1994, Val-
idio often ships work to pro-
grammers in Ukraine.

The fall of communism in 1989
had opened up a new world of
highly educated workers in East-
ern Europe who could write
code for a fraction of what U.S.
workers earned. Like workers in
other poor countries, East Euro-
peans had joined the global
economy. Their skills and the
spread of open economies fur-
ther allowed production to move
overseas.

The tradeoff from
trade

Some question whether
long-term benefits
outweigh the costs to
society.

The rise of the global economy
over the past 20 years has raised
questions about trade’s benefit
that are resonating deeply in the
U.S. Most economists think
countries gain by trading, as the
theory of comparative advan-
tage suggests: Countries do best
by making what they’re good at
and buying the products that are
difficult for them to produce. 

Imported goods provide wider
selection at lower cost, and glob-
al companies enjoy wider profit
margins that cheaper production
allows. 

More open economies coincid-
ed with higher economic
growth. Since 1980, the U.S. has
churned out 50 percent more
goods and services than it did in
the previous 35 years, when
economies were more closed.
The U.S. stock market has made
the longest bull run in its history
— a gain shared by a growing
pool of middle-class stockhold-
ers.

The growing world economy
also helped the U.S. eliminate in
the 1990s the budget deficit
caused by Reagan’s “trickle-
down economics,” which in turn
brought down interest rates and
further spurred business. 

But labor unions, environmen-
talists, activists and some econo-
mists argue that the open-mar-
ket policies may not serve the
U.S. well in the long run. 

Recently, Nobel laureate Paul
Samuelson, a towering figure in
American economics and author
of a widely used economics text-
book, said the belief that the
gains of free trade always out-
weigh the losses is “only an innu-
endo.” The theory, he said, “is
dead wrong about the necessary
surplus of winnings over los-

ings.”
When an innovation is copied

abroad and the resulting goods
are imported, the loss of jobs can
be more substantial than the
gain from that trade, he said.
And he expects the loss of U.S.
jobs to continue. “I’m just trying
to be realistic about what has
been happening to American so-
ciety and what is going to con-
tinue to happen,” Samuelson
said in an interview.

Even so, countries keep join-
ing the world trade game. And to
participate, countries that once
ignored U.S. patents and copy-
rights are signing WTO agree-
ments for such protection. Japan
is setting up a court to handle
patent cases, a far cry from swip-
ing Rasmussen’s designs 20
years ago.

But these changes have not
stopped phone copies — or pirat-
ed software. As Rasmussen
makes plans to sell his software
over the Internet, he is once
again risking that his invention,
the fruit of 14 years’ work, could
show up in a sidewalk stall or In-
ternet file-sharing service.

Still dreaming
As Rasmussen turns to
new possibilities, he lets
go of pieces of the past.

It’s midmorning, and the little
blue screen lights up on Rasmus-
sen’s cellphone. It’s the Universi-
ty of Texas calling to ask about
buying rights to the encryption
software. “They say it’s a billion-
dollar product,” he says.

Having lost his fortune on
Crest phones, he’s enthusiastic
about his new company, Cres-
Tech, which consists of him,
Bartlett and a Web site,
www.crestechims.com. 

His ambition is undiminished.
And he’s also keenly aware that
his retirement will be uncom-
fortable unless he can sell this
latest invention. He figures it can
be bigger than Crest ever was:
1,000 sales a day at $25 would
bring in $750,000 a month. 

He doesn’t need a factory to
make his new invention. He can
sell a million copies and carry
the factory in his briefcase.

He snaps the phone shut and
climbs back into the cab of his
forklift. Revving the pedal, he
inches forward through the
scent of propane exhaust, slip-
ping the forklift’s twin prongs
under a machine that once made
him wealthy, and that he built
his life on.

He pulls a lever and the ma-
chine rises, perfectly balanced
on the fork. Rasmussen gently
sets it down on a trailer and
backs the forklift away. 

He’s finally ready to let go of
his old beloved machines.
They’ll be torn down and the
parts sold or scrapped.

And he has his eye on a new
toy: a small, hand-built jet that
can go 520 miles an hour.

“Oh, yeah,” he says with a
twinkle. “When I make my first
million.”

Alwyn Scott 206-464-3329 or
ascott@seattletimes.com

< Continued from previous page “It was touch and go every day. Harry was pretty
upset. His idea he’d been working on all those years

was gone. They stole it.”

MILLIE SHULTZ
Former office manager, Crest Industries
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growing post-9/11 demand for se-
curity expertise in other fields,
leading to the departure of doz-
ens of FBI officials for more-lucra-
tive jobs.

One example: The head of the
Los Angeles FBI field office left in
January to become California
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger’s
head of homeland security, only
to leave six months later for Walt
Disney Co.

It also illustrates how the FBI,
like many bureaucracies, is a
graying institution. A surge of hir-
ing in the 1970s, and the bureau’s
liberal retirement rules, are being
felt at an inauspicious time.

Many of the analysts are leav-
ing for other parts of the U.S. in-
telligence community — wooed
by fellow agencies such as the CIA
at a time when, in the view of
groups such as the Sept. 11 Com-
mission, they should be cooperat-
ing with each other more than
ever.

Indeed, until very recently, the
FBI was losing nearly as many
analysts to attrition and other
causes as it had managed to hire
with the post-Sept. 11 infusion of
cash from Congress.

The turnover has led to a little-
noted provision in the 2005
spending bill that President Bush
signed Wednesday. It authorizes
Mueller to offer unusually fat re-
tention bonuses to key employees
threatening to leave.

Another provision authorizes
Mueller to increase the bureau’s
mandatory retirement age to 65
in select cases, and to establish a
“reserve service” of retirees who
could be called back to work in an
emergency without jeopardizing
their pensions.

“The FBI is having difficulty re-
taining certain staff in critical sen-
ior-management positions and
other specialized positions,” ac-
knowledged a senior official, re-
questing anonymity. “Look at the
counterterrorism positions. You

are lucky to get a year out of
them.”

Mueller, who was unavailable
to comment for this article, has
told Congress he is losing “some
very good, competent people” be-
cause he cannot afford to com-
pete with private-sector salaries.

“But we’ve also lost them to
CIA. We’ve lost them to [the De-
fense Intelligence Agency]. We’ve
lost them to Homeland Security,”
he told a House appropriations
subcommittee.

The outflow of analysts — con-
sidered crucial to the bureau’s at-
tempt to create an intelligence
service that focuses on preventing
terrorist attacks rather than solv-
ing crimes — is especially worri-
some.

The analysts specialize in sift-
ing though intelligence informa-
tion gathered from many sources
and interpreting it to identify po-
tential terrorism threats.

FBI documents provided to
Congress show that between
Sept. 11 and last March, the bu-
reau hired 487 analysts. But the
gains were largely offset because
361 analysts left for other jobs,
within the bureau or elsewhere.

This year, the bureau had
planned to hire 900 additional
analysts, but officials appear to
have scaled back their plans, in
part because of the high attrition.
Officials implied at a recent con-
gressional hearing that they may
add as few as 600.

In the fiscal year ended Sept.
30, the FBI hired 624 new ana-
lysts, with “much fewer than 100”
separations and departures, a
spokeswoman said.

Recently, in an attempt to boost
recruiting, the bureau dropped a

requirement that candidates have
a college degree. The bureau said
that allows it to hire qualified
people with specialized skills but
not necessarily formal education.

“The FBI is training these ana-
lysts so they can go elsewhere,”
said a person familiar with the
hiring effort who requested ano-
nymity. Other agencies and pri-
vate firms are “poaching like cra-
zy. They train these guys and they
are skimmed off.” The result, the
source said, is that “there has not
been a significant inflow of ana-
lysts relative to the numbers
they’ve said they want to get.”

But the turnover has been star-
kest at the FBI’s highest levels.

Some of the most-sensitive top
management posts are held by
relative newcomers. Among
others, the heads of finance, ad-
ministration, criminal investiga-
tions and internal inspections
have been in their jobs for less
than a year. The bureau’s office of
strategic planning has been with-
out a director for months.

The FBI argues that in some
cases the personnel shifting is
healthy in giving people a breadth
of experience and bringing a fresh
eye to problems. But some ob-
servers are concerned that the
managers do not have time
enough to learn their job before
being moved on to their next as-
signment.

“Every time you call headquar-
ters a different guy at the desk
would answer the phone. You
would have to start everything all
over again,” said a former terror-
ism investigator.

“It is not just at that top level. It
is at every level. Everybody is kind
of in a state of flux all the time.”

< FBI
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AN EXODUS
OF EXPERTISE

Burnout, retirement,
better offers rob

agency of leadership
at a critical time
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